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What is a local partitioning algorithm?

An algorithm for dividing a graph into two pieces. Instead of
searching for a globally optimum cut, find a small set of vertices
near a given seed vertex to separate from the rest of the graph.
To do this, you don’t have to examine the entire graph.



Why use local partitioning?

1. You want to find a small community with a few hundred
nodes in a graph with millions of nodes.

Example. In a bipartite sponsored search graph,

advertisers — bids — phrases

there are many small submarkets.

Starting with the seed vertex “alameda flower”, our algorithm
finds a set of 300 bidders and phrases related to flower stores in
the San Francisco area. Few bids leave this submarket.

alameda flower, florist francisco in san, alameda florist,

flower menlo park, burlingame flower, bruno flower san,

flower rafael san, city flower redwood, city daly flower,

florist rafael san, delivery flower francisco san, . . .

We chose to search for a set of up to 1000 vertices, and the
running time depends on 1000 rather than the size of the graph.



Why use local partitioning?

2. You want to find every community in a large graph.

Example. By picking many seed vertices at random from the
sponsored search graph, we find numerous small submarkets
which cover the graph. The time required is roughly the same
as computing PageRank with the power method log n times.



Why use local partitioning?

3. It is a promising approach for other partitioning problems.

min-conductance cut
[spectral, LR 88, ARV 04]

balanced cut
[ARV 04, AHK 04, KRV 06]

local partitioning

n levels of recursion log n levels of recursion

m (
log n

!
)O(1)

          • bisection [FK 00]
          • min-cut linear arrangement [BL]
          • crossing number               

Remove a small fraction of edges 
to decompose a graph into 

connected components
with expansion at least alpha.

[KVV 04, ST 04, Tr 05] m (
log n

!
)O(1)



How does PageRank partition?

Personalized PageRank [Brin/Page 98, Haveliwala 03],
also called topic-sensitive PageRank,
ranks vertices by their relevance to a given seed vertex.

We prove: Unless every node in the graph has roughly the same
rank, you can obtain a good partition of the graph by
separating high ranked vertices from low ranked vertices.

Personalized PageRank in the sponsored search graph:

top 10

0 alameda flower

1 florist francisco in san

2 alameda florist

3 flower menlo park

4 burlingame flower

5 bruno flower san

6 flower rafael san

7 city flower redwood

8 city daly flower

9 florist rafael san

10 delivery flower francisco san

top 20000

0 alameda flower [Seed vertex]

1000 flower in phoenix

2000 florist grange illinois la

3000 burnett florist

4000 flower macedonia

5000 florist flower [A good partition is obtained

---------------------------- by separating nodes 0-5700

7000 cookie order from the rest of the graph.]

9000 day mother poem

11000 cream strawberry

**************************** [The partition above was found

13000 gras mardi throw by examining 12000 nodes]

15000 accessory fashion

15500 margarita mix



Why use PageRank for partitioning?

We can compute PageRank on large graphs.
PageRank is “The world’s largest matrix computation”.
–Cleve Moler

We know how to compute and store large collections of
personalized PageRank vectors.
[Jeh/Widom 03, Fogaras/Racz 04, Sarlos 06, Berkhin 06]

The running time of our partitioning algorithm is dominated by
the time required to compute PageRank.

eigenvector : spectral partitioning
personalized PageRank : local partitioning



History

[Spielman/Teng 04]: Local partitioning algorithm and
applications, analysis based on a random walk mixing result.

[This talk]: An improved local partitioning algorithm,
analysis based on a mixing result for PageRank.

[Lovász/Simonovits 90,93]: Mixing result for random walks.

PageRank:
PageRank [Brin/Page 98]
Personalized PageRank [Haveliwala 03]
Computing personalized PageRank [Jeh/Widom 03]

Graph partitioning:
[Fiedler, Jerrum/Sinclair], eigenvector
[Leighton/Rao 88], multicommodity flow
[Arora/Rao/Vazirani 04], semidefinite program
[Arora/Hazan/Kale 04], expander flow
[Khandekar/Rao/Vazirani 06], single commodity flows



Conductance

Definition [conductance].
For a set of vertices S ⊆ V ,

volume(S) = sum of the degrees of the vertices in S

conductance(S) =
edges from S to S̄

min(volume(S), volume(S̄))

Notation. We let Φ(S) denote the conductance of the set S.

S

!(S) =
edges from S to S̄

edges from S to S + edges from S to S̄



Informal description of a local partitioning algorithm

Input and output:
A local partitioning algorithm L takes as input an undirected
graph, a seed vertex v, and a target conductance φ. It outputs a
set of vertices L(v).

Informal description:
For any set C with sufficiently small conductance, there are
many seeds v ∈ C for which the algorithm finds a set L(v) = S
whose conductance is at most the target conductance φ.

C

v

S
C

v



Effective local partitioning algorithms

Definition. [Effective local partitioning algorithm]
An effective local partitioning algorithm L(v, φ, b) takes as
input a seed vertex v, a target conductance φ, and a scale b,
which is an integer in [1, logm].

The algorithm may choose to output a set S, or output “FAIL”.

Any set S = L(v, φ, b) output by the algorithm must satisfy:
I Φ(S) ≤ φ

I 2b ≤ volume(S) ≤ 2
3 volume(V ).

Remark. The algorithm should run in time 2bf(φ).



Effective local partitioning algorithms

Definition. [Approximation quality]
An effective local partitioning algorithm has approximation
quality β(φ) if for any set C with conductance at most β(φ)
and with volume less than half the graph, the algorithm will
sometimes succeed in the following sense:

there is a set of seed vertices v in C of volume at least
1
2 volume(C) such that the algorithm L(v, φ, b) successfully
outputs a set for at least one value of b.



Balanced cuts from local partitioning

Definition. [approximate balanced cut algorithm]
An approximate balanced cut algorithm B(φ) takes an input a
graph and a target conductance φ, and outputs a set B(φ).

The algorithm has approximation quality γ(φ) if whenever
there exists a set C with Φ(C) ≤ γ(φ), the algorithm outputs
with high probability a set B(φ) = S with

Φ(S) ≤ φ and volume(S) ≥ volume(C)/2.

Theorem [Spielman-Teng]. If you have an effective local
partitioning algorithm L(v, φ, b) with running time 2bf(φ) and
approximation quality β(φ), you can obtain an approximate
balanced cut algorithm with the same approximation quality,
and with running time m log2m · f(φ) in expectation.



Comparison of local partitioning algorithms

Spielman and Teng 04:
An effective local partitioning algorithm L(v, φ, b)
with approximation quality β(φ) = φ3/ log2m

that runs in time 2b ·
(

log4 m
φ5

)
.

This talk:
An effective local partitioning algorithm L(v, φ, b)
with approximation quality β(φ) = φ2/ log2m

that runs in time 2b ·
(

log2 m
φ2

)
.



PageRank with a seed vertex

The random process associated with PageRank.
Start with all probability on the seed vertex v. At each step,
perform a random walk, but jump back to v with probability α.

!
(1 ! !)

1

3

(1 ! !)
1

3

(1 ! !)
1

3

v

u

Definition. The PageRank vector pr(α, v) is the stationary
distribution of this process, which is the unique solution of this
linear system:

p = αv + (1− α)pW

(W is the random walk transition matrix)



PageRank with a seed distribution

In some proofs, we consider a PageRank vector with a seed
distribution s that is a linear combination of seed vertices, in
the obvious way.

Definition. The PageRank vector pr(α, s) is the unique
solution of the linear system

p = αs+ (1− α)pW

Remark.
For a fixed α, the function sending the seed distribution s
to the PageRank vector pr(α, s) is a linear transformation.



Random walk formulation for PageRank.
A PageRank vector is an average of random walks over time,

pr(α, v) = α

∞∑
t=0

(1− α)tvW t.

As α goes to zero, pr(α, v) tends to the stationary distribution
of the random walk,

ψ(x) = d(x)/ volume(V ).

Figure: α = .01, α = .001



Preliminaries for mixing result
Probability on a set. Let pr(α, v)(S) be the amount of
probability from the vector pr(α, v)(S) on the set S.

Mixing question: When is there is a set S which has
significantly more probability from the PageRank vector than
from the stationary distribution? In other words, a set S where

pr(α, v)(S)− ψ(S) ≥ δ.



A set with small conductance causes slow mixing

Consider a set C that has small conductance.

Lemma. If a vertex v is chosen randomly from C according to
the stationary distribution, the expected value of pr(α, v)(C) is
at least 1− Φ(C)

α .

Definition. We say a vertex v is a good starting vertex for C
and α if pr(α, v) is at least 1− 2Φ(C)

α .



Proof sketch

Consider the PageRank vector whose seed distribution is an
average of the vertices in C,

ψC(x) = d(x)/ volume(C) if x ∈ C.

Claim 1. [ψCW ](C̄) = Φ(C).

In other words, if you take the vector ψC and apply a single
random walk step to it, the amount of probability that moves
from C to C̄ is exactly Φ(C).

C

!C !CW



Proof sketch

Claim 2. [pr(α, ψC)W ](C̄) ≤ [pr(α, ψC)](C̄) + Φ(C).

In other words, if you take the PageRank vector pr(α, ψC) and
apply a single random walk step to it, the amount of probability
that moves from C to C̄ is at most Φ(C).

C

pr(!, "C) pr(!, "C)W



Proof sketch
We know that pr(α, ψC) satisfies the following equation,

pr(α, ψC) = αψC + (1− α) pr(α, ψC)W.

Now look at each term in the equation above. Each term is a
vector, and each vector has a certain amount of probability
outside of C.

[pr(α, ψC)](C̄) = αψC(C̄) + (1− α)[pr(α, ψC)W ](C̄).

Since ψC is contained in C, the first term on the right is zero.
We have a bound for the second term on the right. So,

[pr(α, ψC)](C̄) ≤ (1− α)
(
[pr(α, ψC)](C̄) + Φ(C)

)
.

Solve for [pr(α, ψC)](C̄) to learn that

pr(α, ψC)](C̄) ≤ Φ(C)
α

.



Level sets of a PageRank vector

Level sets. Let p be a PageRank vector.
Sort the vertices of the graph into decreasing order of p(u)/d(u).

Sj

The level set Sj consists of the top j vertices in this order.

Description of mixing result.
The mixing result will state that if the PageRank vector
pr(α, v) is not near the stationary distribution, then some level
set of pr(α, v) has conductance O(

√
α log n).



Mixing result for PageRank

Let pr(α, s) be a PageRank vector whose seed distribution s
satisfies |s| = 1.

Theorem. If there is a set of vertices S where

pr(α, s)(S)− ψ(S) ≥ δ,

then some level set of pr(α, s) has conductance

O

(√
α log(vol(S)/δ)

δ

)
.

If δ is a constant, this is O(
√
α log n).



Computing PageRank

We do not have time to compute the PageRank pr(α, v) exactly,
because it is nonzero everywhere in the graph.

We will approximate pr(α, v) by another PageRank vector
pr(α, v − r), where the seed distribution differs by a small error
vector r with positive entries.

The goal is to make the approximation have few nonzero
entries, and make the error vector small at every vertex.

pr(!, v)

PageRank approximation error

pr(!, v ! r) pr(!, r)



Computing PageRank

Lemma. For any ε > 0, we can compute a PageRank vector
pr(α, v − r) where the error vector r satisfies

max
u

r(u)
d(u)

≤ ε.

The time required is 1
εα . The set of vertices with nonzero

probability from this approximation has volume at most 2
ε .

Sketch of algorithm.
Maintain an approximation p and a residual vector r
which together satisfy the invariant

p+ pr(α, r) = pr(α, v).

Initially, set p = 0 and set r = v.



Sketch of algorithm

1. While there is a vertex u where r(u) > εd(u),
choose any such vertex and perform this operation:

(1 ! !)
1

3

pr
!

(1 ! !)
1

3

(1 ! !)
1

3
uu

2. Repeat until r(u) ≤ εd(u) for all vertices.
At each step, |r| decreases by at least αεd(u).



An effective local partitioning algorithm

Algorithm:
Pick a vertex v, a value of α, and a scale b ∈ [1, logm].
Compute an approximation of pr(α, v) with ε = 2−b/ logm.
Look for a level set Sj that satisfies

1. Φ(Sj) ≤
√
α logm.

2. volume(Sj) ≥ 2b.
If you find such a set, output it. Otherwise, output FAIL.

Running time:
The running time is 2b(logm/α) to search for a cut of size 2b.
It is dominated by the time required to compute the
approximate PageRank vector.

Guarantee:
The algorithm is guaranteed to succeed for at least one scale b,
provided v is a good vertex for a set with Φ(C) ≤ α · 100 logm.



Open questions

I Can we reduce the time required to find balanced cuts
by using a more sophisticated PageRank algorithm?

I Are there local algorithms for other graph problems?
I Can local partitioning be applied directly to solve

divide-and-conquer problems?



Recursive partitioning

Figure: Internet Movie Database Figure: Instant Messenger
subgraph



Internet Movie Database

Local partitioning
(10 min) Recursive spectral partitioning

(250 min)



A protein-protein interaction network


